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Materials Needed

(Per Pillow case)
  1 yard of your favorite fabric
  90" of Lace
  1/3 yd of muslin 

1.
2.
3.



STEP 2 - LAYER & SEW

Sew down the side of the pillowcase and along the bottom
using a 1/4 inch seam allowance. Turn the pillowcase wrong
side out making sure to push out each corner. Sew down the
edge and bottom of the pillowcase. Use a 1/2 seam allowance
this time making sure to enclose the last seam you just made.
Flip your pillowcase right side out and press it.

STEP 1 - PREP
Subcut the  36" x WOF fabric into (2) 36” x 21” panels
Subcut each panel into: 
    one 6"x22" end piece and one 30" x 21" base piece
Cut muslin into a 12" by 21" strip. Fold wrong sides
together, pressed and top stitch folded seam. 

PILLOW CASE WITH LACE

STEP 3 - FRENCH SEAM FINISH 

Lay down the 6” end piece right side up.
 
Place the lace strip on the top edge of the 6” end piece. 
Take the base piece  and lay it face down on the 6“ end piece.
Take the muslin finished sleeve on top of base piece.
 
  Note: The top edges of the 6” end piece, lace strip, muslin
sleeve and big panel should be aligned.
 
Take the bottom edge of base piece and roll it up like a
burrito. Leave 2” of the top edge unrolled.
 
Fold bottom edge of 6” end piece over the top of the rolled big
panel until the edge is aligned with the top edge.
 
Sew top edges (1/4” seam). 
After sewing, reach in and pull the inside out.
 
Note: The lace edge will be facing inward. To prevent the lace
edge from facing inward, press the lace and then fold
backward. Press both sides. Sew a 1/8” stitch to hold lace in
place. Then press lace again.
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